Boundary crossing is a strategy as well as a tactic to bridge the gap between different activities in an organization. In design projects, boundary crossing is mainly associated with strategies such as multidisciplinary teams, integrated delivery methods and collaborative technologies. The value of these strategies in practice depends on the negotiation around the object of design, which is oriented to, on the one hand, exchange value, and, on the other hand, to use value. Learning the value of boundary crossing requires dealing with this specific contradiction at the boundaries of design projects. To let students learn the value of boundary crossing in this way, a board game that artificially introduces boundaries between players has been designed: The Expansive Hospital. This game was tested in a bachelor-level facility design course and the results suggest that knowing boundary-crossing strategies and having the necessary instruments alone do not necessarily lead to collaboration and sustainable expansion.
Introduction
Design projects are increasingly complex and fragmented. To cope with complexity, work is divided into separate activities, run by specialized professionals (Blau, 1984; Rau et al., 2012) . These activities are connected by a common object of design (Engeström, 2006) , which travels from one activity towards another in a production chain, supposedly increasing its value with each contribution. Since every activity aims for a return on its contribution, be that monetary or not, the object's value is split into two: the exchange value -for what can it be exchanged -and the use value -the practical usefulness (Engeström, 2000) . In favour of exchange value, design activities eventually 'throw work over the boundary', disregarding use value and influencing the next activity to do the same. After going through a chain of activities that prioritize exchange value, the object might be completely devoid of use value -a commodity in the Marxist sense (Lefebvre, 1991; Engeström, 2000) .
In project organization literature, boundaries are considered one of the main factors associated with the commodification of design objects, although not described in such Marxist terms. Boundaries are related to differences between organizational units and knowledge disciplines, which cause problems to communication, coordination and organizational cohesion (Carlile, 2004; Dossick and Neff, 2010; Neff et al., 2010; Pemsel and Widén, 2011) . Project organization theories prescribe some strategies to deal with organizational boundaries: dissolve boundaries in temporary teams formed by representatives of different units and a neutral leader (Pahl et al., 1984, p. 139) ; skip boundaries by hiring a single organization to design and build the object (Cheng and Tsai, 2008) ; anticipate activities that happen later in the value chain by adopting an integrated project delivery method (Lahdenperä, 2012) ; or implement technology that makes boundaries visible and manageable in the object of design (Eastman et al., 2009; Singh et al., 2011) .
These boundary-crossing strategies have proven difficult to apply in practice Hartmann and Bresnen, 2011; Pemsel and Widén, 2011; Gottlieb and Haugbølle, 2013) . The problems associated with boundaries cannot be solved in a simple way because they stem from an inherent feature of the division of labour: the contradiction between exchange value and use value (Lefebvre, 1991; Engeström, 2000) . Even if organizational units and knowledge disciplines are strategically merged or homogenized, boundaries will still be active to justify the division of labour. Any homogenization strategy will have to face the boundary-crossing tactics of difference preservation (Lefebvre, 1972) , such as interfering with someone else's work, making undercover alliances and sabotage.
Boundary crossing, as a strategy or tactic, may cost more time and money than expected (Cicmil and Marshall, 2005) ; however, it may also expand the possibilities of generating unique value for the object of design (Miettinen and Paavola, 2014) . Whether boundary crossing is expensive or expansive depends on the specific circumstance where it happens, or in other words, it is an emergent phenomenon (Akkerman and Bakker, 2011) . Due to the limitation of predictive knowledge to learn about an emergent phenomenon, practitioners have to adopt a learn-by-doing approach to boundary crossing (Engeström et al., 1995) .
If design practitioners learn the value of boundary crossing while crossing them, a difficult question is posed to design education: how can design students learn the value of boundary crossing if, for the most part of their study, they are working together under the same institution, the same discipline, playing almost the same role? The aim of this paper is, therefore, to advance further the understanding of boundary crossing in design projects and to explore how design students may learn boundary crossing from playing a game.
The game is called The Expansive Hospital in reference to the underlying theory: expansive learning (Engeström, 2015) . This theory has been previously applied to study boundary crossing in many kinds of organizations, in particular, healthcare organizations (Kerosuo, 2004; Engeström, 2006; Engeström and Sannino, 2010) . The Expansive Hospital artificially introduces boundaries among students and lets them experiment well-known boundary-crossing strategies and to develop their own boundary-crossing tactics. In spite of the name, if players do not cross boundaries or cross boundaries only to maximize exchange value, the hospital becomes expensive instead of expansive, leading to the hospital's bankruptcy and the consequent premature end of the game.
The game was brought to a bachelor-level facility design course to complement the assigned readings on boundary crossing. Playing the game followed the double stimulation method (Vygotsky, 1978; Engeström, 2011) , which introduces an ambiguous situation among participants to observe emergent behaviour. This experimental method typically relies on small samples, diminished control and qualitative in-depth analysis. Our specific analysis is framed by the concept of boundaries developed by the expansive learning theory (Engeström, 2015) and the complementary concept of differences from the production of space theory (Lefebvre, 1972 (Lefebvre, , 1991 (Lefebvre, , 2014a (Lefebvre, , 2014b , both of Marxist origin. As a concept design game (Habraken and Gross, 1988) , the purpose is to check the applicability of these concepts and, as a double stimulation experiment (Vygotsky, 1978; Engeström, 2011) , the purpose is to validate the pedagogical approach of using games to learn boundary crossing.
The theories behind the game are firstly introduced, followed by the design process and the experimental method. The reports written by students who played the game are then used to reflect upon the value of boundary crossing in design projects as well as the possibilities of learning it by playing games.
The emergence of boundaries between activities
The expansive learning theory identifies boundaries in the connection between different activities (Engeström et al., 1995; Akkerman and Bakker, 2011 ). An activity is defined as a subject -individual or collective -transforming an object for a specific outcome, by means of instruments, rules and a division of labour (Engeström, 2015) . Organizations are constituted of many activities connected by outcomes; what is produced by one activity becomes an element for another activity. For example, the outcome of design education activity may beamong other things -students (subjects) capable of carrying on design activities in the industry.
Boundaries emerge amidst activities because the outcome is not used by the same activity, instead, by another activity. Each activity must generate an outcome, on the one hand, for exchange value -eventually measured in monetary terms -and, on the other hand, for use value -measured by the practical use of the outcome (Engeström, 2000) . To generate unique outcomes and at the same time enable negotiation for profit, an activity must differentiate itself from the others, developing a different object, instrument, rule, community or division of labour. This process of differentiation has the side effect of creating boundaries among activities, perpetuating the contradiction.
To cope with the contradiction, the object of activity must be constantly reshaped according to the expected and the unexpected outcomes. In the face of an increasing demand and aiming for a larger profit, one activity might transform the object into a commodity that can be exchanged for almost anything at a low price, resulting in a high exchange value. The setback is that this object loses its unique qualities and usefulness, resulting in a lower use value. Any activity must negotiate the object value because, if it does not produce something unique, it may be taken over by another activity or delegated to automation (Kaptelinin and Uden, 2012) and, if it does not produce exchange value, it may not get the necessary resources, instruments or subjects from other activities.
The contradiction can be overcome, though, by a mutual effort from two or more activities to learn about each other and to prioritize use value. The object becomes coproduced and used by both activities, whose boundaries become a site for collaboration and co-creation of value (Ramirez, 1999; Vargo et al., 2008) . The connection between activities expands from an exchanged outcome to a shared object (see Figure  1) (Engeström, 2001 ).
This expansion from exchanging outcomes to sharing objects is not permanent and does not eliminate boundaries or differences. Activities learn from their differences while working together, but such learning generates further differences that may hamper sharing. While some people might cross boundaries for the sake of learning, others might just want to interfere with a practice that is not beneficial for them. Boundary crossing, therefore, does not require or imply the consensus.
Eventually, specific instruments will be created to maintain the shared object despite the lack of consensus, the so-called 'boundary object' (Star, 2010) . These terms -boundary object and shared object -are not to be confused here, since instruments can merely represent objects but not replace them (Hasu and Engeström, 2000) . When the instrument of an activity is confused with the object of that activity, a significant reduction may be taking place: activity being reduced to a function of the instrument. This is often the case when a technology, a contract or an organizational chart imposes a different set of responsibilities, rules and division of labour to a chain of interconnected activities, in an attempt to strategically reshape boundaries. These instruments may become boundary objects but never shared objects that orient multiple activities; they are just a means for that orientation (see discussion in Akkerman and Bakker, 2011, p. 147) .
The concept of boundary crossing (Suchman, 1994; Engeström et al., 1995) is related to the concept of boundary spanning (Aldrich and Herker, 1977) ; however, there is a major distinction between them. Boundary crossing assumes that boundaries emerge through collective historical activity and cannot be shaped at will due to the materiality of contradictions, whereas boundary spanning assumes that boundaries are closure mechanisms that can indeed be managed by certain roles in an organization. The failure to acknowledge this distinction has spread confusion in boundary studies (Star, 2010; Akkerman and Bakker, 2011) . Such confusion, we believe, stems from a knowledge gap between emergent and managed behaviour.
The production of space theory can fill this gap by linking boundaries to the process of activity differentiation. Boundaries are understood as the mark of an activity in space -disciplinary, organizational or physical space (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 191) . Every time an activity is repeated, a difference arises, which can be of two kinds: induced and produced. Induced differences stay within the boundary (e.g. variation and improvement) and produced differences break through the boundary (e.g. antagonism and diversity). For instance, when activities are competing for exchange value, they induce differences that bring them small competitive advantagessuch as return-to-scale, while activities collaborating for use value produce differences that can complement each other -such as synergetic partnerships.
The theory also relates differences to strategies and tactics, which are coordination mechanisms among activities. Induced differences are coordinated by strategies, 'how groups tend to minimize the chances of maximal gain for their partners or adversaries -or conversely how they maximize their own minimal gain', whereas produced differences are coordinated by tactics that respond to adverse conditions with 'dissimulation, retreat, denial and misunderstanding' (Lefebvre, 1972 (Lefebvre, , 2014b . These differences and coordination mechanisms appear simultaneously in opposition to each other, up to a point when there is an inversion: induced differences become produced and vice-versa. The turning point is when the tension generated by the contradiction between exchange value and use value is at the peak (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 372) , which corresponds to the moment when boundaries become effective, that is, emerge.
An instrument that induces differences may not provoke boundary emergence at first; however, the induced differences may become produced if enough tension is raised. By default, produced differences deviate from induced ones, but they can also be forced back into the system. The transition from induced to produced entails the conflict for expanding differences whereas the transition from produced to induced entails the conflict for reducing them. The theory of expansive learning together with the production of space allows for grasping boundaries as an emergent phenomenon, fuelled by contradictions, shaped by differences and manifested as conflicts. This formulation can help to take a critical look at boundaries in design projects and to create an opportunity for expansive learning in design education.
Dealing with boundaries in design projects
There are many scholarly texts about boundary crossing in design projects (see Akkerman and Bakker, 2011 for a literature review on the topic). Some of these texts emphasize strategies to deal with boundaries -by inducing differences, while others emphasize tactics -by recognizing produced differences. Among the references mentioned in the introduction, we chose to discuss an engineering design textbook that focuses on boundarycrossing strategies (Pahl et al., 1984) , and a case study on the design of a swimming pool that focuses on boundary-crossing tactics (Cicmil and Marshall, 2005) . Both references include strategies and tactics, but they devote much more space to one or to the other.
The textbook's overarching strategy is a systematic approach for design: divide the object of design into independent tasks and subtasks; distribute them among specialized professionals; define interfaces for information transfer across the tasks and synthetize an overall solution. This approach allows for saving time with simultaneous or concurrent engineering of different parts of the system, but bears the risks of lack of information exchange and unsuitable solutions. To mitigate these risks, the textbook proposes organizing a temporary team freed of the current organizational boundaries and hierarchies, led by a project manager who oversees the big picture. 'Departmental boundaries are thereby transcended' (Pahl et al., 1984, p. 139) .
Systematic approaches like this are the point of departure for the case study on the swimming pool. The project was organized in nested teams: the client teamcomposed of client with architecture team -and the contractors' team -composed of many subcontractors. The architecture team was formed by the architect, the structural engineers and the building service engineers, all from different firms. The architect took the role of project manager and coordinated the different design activities. The two-stage procurement procedure anticipated the contractor's activity hoping to minimize the emergence of constructability too late in the process. Despite the strategy, 'the lack of trust and the persistence, of the old ways of doing things, attitudes and suspicions are perceived by the project participants to have caused tensions and problems' (Cicmil and Marshall, 2005) .
The strategies did not prevent the project from running over schedule and added extra complexity for conflict management, which was dealt by improvised tactics. The study concludes that strategies are not enough to deal with boundary crossing in construction projects.
The boundary-crossing challenge for design education
Boundary crossing is a challenging topic for design education. Reading the literature mentioned above does not seem enough to learn boundary crossing since the associated conflicts needs to be experienced directly. In the expansive learning theory, this is expressed by the transition from object to instrument. When the text is the object of learning, students are evaluated by their capacity to reproduce the text -in an exam for instance (Engeström, 2015, p. 81) . However, if students are stimulated to use texts as instruments for their learning activity, the object of learning becomes the same as in the work practice (Engeström, 2015, p. 99) . The text is no longer used merely to achieve good grades, but to deal with a practical object, in the case of this challenge, crossing boundaries in a design project.
Design students typically learn how to organize projects through group assignments and design studios (Ward, 1990; Kuhn, 2001 ). When they are following the same course, chances are that they have similar backgrounds and interests. It is difficult to promote confrontation, especially when they can team up to divide the assignment into separate tasks and get a reasonable group grade out of it. Business simulations and concept design games have been tried in design education to provoke such a confrontation (Chanin and Shapiro, 1985; Habraken and Gross, 1988; Sacks et al., 2007; Bogers and Sproedt, 2012) ; however, they are typically based on abstract combinatory systems, with finite sets, which does not stimulate the creation of knowledge beyond the possible combinations, in other words, expansion (Hatchuel, 2001; Engeström, 2015) . These games do not induce enough differences to make strong tensions and boundaries emerge between players; in fact, players more or less follow the same rules and display similar strategies.
Learning by doing in industry is difficult since complex design projects have too high stakes for students to directly partake. It is also difficult to cross boundaries between faculties to organize projects involving students from different design disciplines (Denton, 1997) . The bottom line is that students rarely have the opportunity to experience boundary crossing directly.
Our response to this challenge is a board game designed to experience boundaries in a complex design project. The idea of creating a board game came after conducting three case studies in healthcare. The first case is a medical imaging centre with state-of-the-art diagnosing technique. The second case is a microbiology and pathology laboratory inside a medium-sized hospital. And the third is a combined housing and palliative care unit for the elderly. The main data set consists of partially transcribed semistructured or open interviews conducted with practitioners involved in the design process during the timeframe of investigation (2-3 months for each case). For the sake of space, a detailed account of these cases is not possible here; however, a summary of the boundary-crossing strategies found in these cases can be seen in Table 1 , together with requirements to enable them in the game.
The board game was designed to communicate the findings of these case studies to a broader audience and to provide expansive learning opportunities for design students. The game is informed by case data, inspired by theory and developed according to the iterative design approach, which emphasizes playtesting prototypes to feel the gameplay and collect suggestions from players (Salen and Zimmerman, 2004, pp. 11-12) .
Before the experiment with Bachelors students, the game was tested three times with Master's students and Ph.D. researchers. Every time it was tested, a map of issues was recorded in an Issue-Based Information System (Kunz and Rittel, 1970; Selvin et al., 2001 ) with the purpose of assisting reflection on what needs to be done next to improve the game. Adjustments followed. Iterating between designing and testing also contributed to sharpening the theory of boundaries based on activity differentiation, working similarly to pilot experiments and concept design games (Habraken and Gross, 1988) .
The Expansive Hospital Game
The game plot is based on a hospital under constant expansion, in which all the profits are reinvested in real state. Each game session simulates a process that takes between 5 and 25 years of a typical hospital trajectory. Players design the hospital but also treat patients with the built facilities. Each patient successfully treated earns a point of credibility for the hospital. A hospital with no credibility points is closed and the game is over, whereas a hospital with 20 credibility points earns the excellence award and the winning condition is achieved. The game is also over when the hospital does not have money to pay the maintenance costs for the current facilities, a condition called bankruptcy in the game.
The rules are such that information will likely be lost during gameplay. The hospital is built with building blocks, each representing one facility type, with a pipework layer underneath. If players do not know what is already implemented, they cannot decide how to operate or what to build next. There is also a risk of clashing a gas pipe with an existing water pipe when adding extensions, allowing the contractor to charge an extra amount. Players receive squared 'database' sheets (see Figure 2 ) to keep track of information as they like, but that is not mandatory for playing and there is no instruction on how to fill them out. This is done to highlight the consequences of having or not having information readily available in negotiating with other players. This is in a nutshell what players collaborate for. Conversely, there is a competitive side of the game. Each player choses one of six roles available, with mutually exclusive powers and a different way of earning money: the architect can design the building shape; the engineer can design the pipework; the builder can implement the designs; the hospital director can decide where to invest; the facility manager can maintain the facilities; and the nurse can admit and guide patients across the building. Players negotiate how to use their powers, charging the hospital heavily for their services, or harming others (Pahl et al., 1984) Building team with all the construction partners.
Concurrent engineering sessions. Building team with all the construction partners.
Players should be able to team up to conduct a task together, but the team formation shall not be fixed. Overseeing leader (Pahl et al., 1984) Client.
Contractor.
Architect. There should be one role responsible for giving directions and moderating others. Dividing tasks (Pahl et al., 1984) A Gantt chart for every partner.
A model for every partner.
Partners subcontracted. Player tasks should be clearly defined in the construction contracts. Collaborative technologies, Building Information Modelling (Eastman et al., 2009) Online issue tracking system and document sharing (Project Place).
Parametric modelling (Revit), clash detection (Navisworks), meetings with a big screen, and file sharing (Docstream).
Parametric modelling (Revit), meetings with a big screen, and file sharing (Docstream).
The hospital may be represented by three dimensions blocks or by more abstract representations such as calculations and sketches. Integrated delivery (Lahdenperä, 2012) Not adopted. Not adopted. Not adopted.
There should be an integrated contract to stimulate collaboration among the construction team.
players. If they play too competitively, the hospital quickly goes bankrupt; if they play too collaboratively, one of the players may have an advantage over the others.
The hospital is built in three dimensions with plastic blocks, which represent typical functions, for example, consulting room, operating theatre, trauma centre and so forth. These functions must be arranged according to their technical requirements -connection to water or heating pipes -and the needs of the patients waiting in the queue. Each block and each patient have different requirements according to function and illness, respectively. The treatment starts as soon as the hospital has the first function needed by the patient, then the rest must be built during the treatment. The hospital earns a fee once the treatment is completed.
The money flows from the insurance company to the hospital account and then to player accounts. The architect, contractor and engineer earn money in the construction round, while the hospital director, facility manager and nurse earn their fees in the healthcare round. The hospital design is supposed to be developed and implemented during the construction round by the construction players; however, the healthcare players may discuss and influence the design in both rounds. Each player has his own turn to make decisions within the round, but since the decisions are immediately visible, they are often questioned and renegotiated.
Due to this game flow, a player's decisions depend very much on other players, but the dependences are not symmetrical. Each player plays a different game mechanics (Table 2 ), but they all affect each other in unpredictable ways due to the large number of possible choices for each player. The unpredictability allows each player to have a negotiation margin: players are expected to be too busy with their own mechanics to understand what is going on with other players. The complexity of game mechanics makes this game very open-ended and prone to unexpected behaviours (see supplemental video content presenting the game mechanics).
Differences are induced between players in the hopes that they will experience boundaries while playing. If player roles are considered self-standing activity systems (see Figure 1) , the differences induced are within their object, their instrument, their rules, their community and their division of labour (see Table A1 in the appendix). These activity systems, however, are not historically constituted and cannot stand as such; the activity system model is meant to understand change from one structure to another in an existing activity and not to impose an empty structure to an activity (Engeström, 2015) . Play is indeed an activity, but an activity that enacts another activity through imagination (Vygotsky, 1967) . The contradictions inherent to the activity being enacted also manifest in play, though in less tension (Engeström, 2015, p. 106) . We believe that if enough tension is raised by play activity, players may fully embody their roles and produce their own differences, characterizing the formation of their own activities. In contrast, if little tension is raised, players will just follow the rules and invest no further motives in their objects. This is, nevertheless, expected at the beginning of the game, when players are still trying to understand the game rules. If they do not manage to go beyond following the rules and embody their roles, no boundaries will be played at all.
The game stimulates players to produce their own differences via the contradiction between exchange value and use value. If rules are followed mechanistically, the hospital goes quickly bankrupt since player's' outcomes are measured by money and not by usefulness -exchange value, not use value. The usefulness of a player's outcome can only be realized by relating it to the emergent qualities of the hospital: (a) capacity to adapt to fluctuations in patient queue; (b) reasonable maintenance costs; (c) cooperative crew. Use value becomes clearer through emergent collaboration, whereas exchange value becomes clearer through emergent competition. In other words, players must collaborate for use value while competing for exchange value. Easy compromises are not possible once boundaries are under effect. The game suggests strategies to cross boundaries (Table 2) , but the tactics are not given.
The main strategy at the disposal of the hospital director -the overseeing leader -is to change the contract with construction players every round. There are three types of contracts derived from the Dutch regulations (Bruggeman et al., 2010) : the traditional contractwhen the architect helps defining a design and a budget before asking the contractor's opinion; the fast-track contract -when the contractor is responsible for everything, including paying the architect and engineer according to standardized fees; and the integrated contract -when the director defines a fixed budget for the construction players whose income can be freely negotiated. These contracts can be used to moderate players, for example, by changing from fast-track to traditional if the contractor is overcharging. However, the moderation can always be countered. In the same example, the contractor may refuse to bid for a traditional contract, halting all the construction work in the game.
To summarize, the game is a caricature of a hospital project and also an open system for the emergence of ambiguity, uncertainty and overwhelming complexity that are so typical of project-based organizations (Cicmil and Marshall, 2005; Chinowsky, 2011; Askland et al., 2013) .
Experimental method
The Expansive Hospital was introduced in a facility design course from a Civil Engineering Bachelors programme to let students learn boundary crossing beyond what texts say about it. The course consists of an engineering design introduction based on the textbook by Pahl et al. (1984) , alternating between lectures and hands-on sessions for group assignments. The first lectures introduce the difficulty of representing knowledge in design instruments such as Building Information Modelling (BIM) (Eastman et al., 2009 ) and the importance of maintaining a reflective practice (Schön, 1983) . After these lectures, the board game was introduced in a hands-on session with the goal of letting students directly face the issues discussed by literature. Before the session, students were individually required to write a report about the study of the swimming pool project (Cicmil and Marshall, 2005) . The assignment asked: 'Is it possible to reduce the risks of concurrent design activities, by using a two-stage tender process or other collaborative design methods?' After playing the game, they were also requested to write another report reflecting on the gaming experience, this time in a group.
Students organized themselves in groups of six, making in total seven groups simultaneously playing the game. The game was introduced without explanations; game mechanics had to be picked up from the rulebook or by asking questions to the teachers at the class.
1 It took an average of one hour to understand all the rules and to achieve a smooth game flow; two hours was the total duration of the session. The learning reports were collected, coded and analysed according to the activity system model (Figure 1) , looking for evidence of produced differences (Lefebvre, 1972 (Lefebvre, , 1991 within the enacted activities. The produced differences are used as a measure for the emergence of boundaries among players and also of expansive learning, which here means learning beyond the text. For the sake of space, only two groups are discussed in this study: the group who performed the best and the group who performed the worst according to the game's quantitative outcomes.
The experiment with students has two aims: to sharpen the boundary-related concepts that inspired the game creation and to test the pedagogical approach of learning boundary crossing by playing a game. The method is a combination of concept design game and double stimulation. 'Concept design games are research tools intended to help us better understand designing. They do this by opening to scrutiny the concepts we use as designers, as well as the structures of the complex artifacts we manipulate' (Habraken and Gross, 1988, p. 152) . And double stimulation is a psychological method to study learning, taking the process more into account than its outcome (Vygotsky, 1978; Engeström, 2011) . The first stimulus is a contradictory situation and the second stimulus is an ambiguous instrument that may be used to overcome contradictions. The experiment looks at how subjects make the second external stimulus their own internal stimulus, that is, how they resolve the ambiguity and give a certain meaning to the instrument. The instrument helps to objectify meaning making, what helps not only the experimenter but also the learner.
In the experiment presented here, the interdependence between players is considered to be the situation where the contradiction between exchange value and use value manifests and the database sheet is the purposefully introduced ambiguous instrument. Other game components as well as anything participants bring to the experiment -e.g. a notebook or an electronic calculator -may also be appropriated as a second stimulus. Since the second stimulus is considered to be the underpinning for learning (Vygotsky, 1978) , it is expected that it is mentioned in the learning reports delivered by students. A good deal of interpretation based on the aforementioned theories is employed to identify this stimulus among the many others reported.
The task of writing the report can also be considered a contradictory situation in itself, since no clear explanation about what to learn from the game was provided. The instruction given was to relate the learning experience to the texts previously assigned for reading (Schön, 1983; Pahl et al., 1984; Cicmil and Marshall, 2005; Eastman et al., 2009) , which can also be considered an ambiguous tool given for the task of writing the learning report. The double stimulation method was in fact a pedagogical premise of the whole course programme, which aimed to take into account and support individual and group development. In the present study, the learning reports written before and after the session are compared to find evidence of this development.
Experiment results and analysis
Student reports mention many attempts to influence other players decision's to come along and exchange information, to use common visualizations, to help with a task outside of own expertise and to co-create solutions, actions typically associated with boundary crossing (as described by Akkerman and Bakker, 2011) . Despite trying similar strategies and playing the same game, the performances of these two groups were completely different: group A managed to build a working hospital and group B was bankrupt before treating any patient. The sum of earnings in group A was almost five times larger than group B, meaning that its hospital financial capital increased way beyond the initial 2000 (Table 3 ). The analysis of the reports that follows tries to explain these results through the theory of boundary emergence from activity differentiation.
Shared objects in group A
Group A used the databases as instruments for storage and design. The hospital director made an income statement; the facility manager represented the position of the blocks already built; the engineer made one sketch and the nurse had a sophisticated care plan including the facilities needed for the current admitted patients and the number of satisfaction points expected to be spent (Figure 3) . The nurse was the only one who used the (Hannele et al., 2012; Miettinen and Paavola, 2014) . The nurse had a holistic view on patients, considering not just the queue, but also patients inside the hospital and future patients who did not even show up in the queue. His object was shared with the facility manager and the hospital director, who worked together to maximize patient admission and discharge. Oriented to this object, the healthcare team gradually developed a vision of a profitable hospital guided by the rules of operation efficiency. They convinced the construction team to charge less and less for their work, up to the point that they discovered a weakness in the game's rule: the integrated contract allowed conducting inspections for free, meaning that the contractor could simply lift a block to see the hidden pipework. That is not a beneficial action for the contractor, but he did not manage to convince the other players to do otherwise.
The result is that the contractor was the last in the group, but the group managed to collect much more money overall. The construction team did not hamper the game in order to avoid the loss of exchange value. They were so involved with the challenge of designing integrated facilities that they did not mind losing the game at the individual level. The differences produced by players in group A (Table A2 in the appendix) suggest the existence of two shared objects that reinforce each other: the patients generate profits for the hospital, and those profits are reinvested in the design of integrated facilities, with the aim of treating even more patients (Figure 4 ).
Exchanged outcomes in group B
The healthcare team from group B did not have a shared object. Players acted in an individualistic basis, with not much regard for the teams they belonged to. The following excerpt from the learning report summarizes the situation:
According to the rules of the game there should be two teams; the construction team and the healthcare team. There was no consultation between the players on the Figure 3 Players from group A used their 'databases' to represent their own object: (a) the hospital director created a financial spread sheet, (b) the facility manager created a facility map with the number of pipes per room, (c) the nurse created a care plan per patient, represented as a coloured row, and the engineer freely sketched the pipework with different colours. The architect and the contractor did not use their own databases. Figure 4 Interconnected activity systems in group A: the healthcare team collaborates for patients while the construction team collaborates for design. The exchanges between these objects reinforce each other.
healthcare team, which resulted in building unnecessary facilities, and going over budget. In the construction team there was a bit of collaboration, mostly to figure out the best way to maximize their income and bring the hospital further in debt. This resulted in the hospital going bankrupt in three rounds and the construction team having their pockets filled with cash. It was clear that no one had a long-term vision and was only in it to win personally, instead of reaching the team goal. (Group B, excerpt from learning report after playing the game) Players from group B followed strictly the rules, but spent an insurmountable amount of time in negotiating outcomes, mainly to protect individual interests. After giving up negotiating, a player would throw his work to the next player just to keep the game going on, but the quality of that work was already compromised. The collaboration among the architect, engineer and contractor can be considered a shared object, yet one that produces a completely useless building due to its extreme tendency towards exchange value ( Figure 5 ). This object fails to feed the nurse with more patients and the game was over after three rounds due to the lack of money to build new blocks and to maintain the current ones. The activities organized themselves as a chain, connected mostly by the mandatories demands and supplies prescribed by the rules. Since using the database sheet was not mandatory, none of the players did it. It is possible to conclude from this analysis that group B produced fewer differences than group A (see also the appendix).
Groups compared
The emergent boundaries in group B form the pattern of a value chain: one activity delivering work to another activity, each adding value to a common object of production. The value of this object, however, was increased in terms of exchange, but not in terms of use, resulting in a very expensive and useless building. The emergent boundaries in group A do not form the pattern of a value chain; instead, it resembles the description of a value constellation, characterized by the co-creation of (use) value (Ramirez, 1999; Vargo et al., 2008) .
The varied organization morphology within these two groups highlights the importance of not taking boundaries, boundary crossing, shared objects or instruments for granted. The game introduced the same conditions for all the groups, but each group created its own boundaries based on the interpretation of the rules, social relationships within the group, personal experiences and other elements. Some groups used the building blocks, some used the information database and some used concepts such as 'the need to collaborate' as instruments to cross the boundaries.
The players enacted six different activities in both groups, corresponding to player roles as designed. None of the players enacted two or more activities, yet this was observed in a previous testing session, when an architect took over the work of an engineer who was not able to understand his role and negotiate a position. In this specific session, the boundary between the architect and engineer could be considered reduced or even dissolved. Nevertheless, in the present experiment, all players' activities deviated from the differences induced by the game rules and, therefore, had their own boundaries (see Table A2 in the appendix for a full account).
Learning as reported by students
The comparison between the learning reports before and after playing the game suggests that students underwent a reality check on boundary-crossing strategies such as two-stage tendering, collaborative technologies and integrated delivery. Despite reading about the strategies from Pahl et al. (1984) and knowing their pitfalls from Cicmil & Marshall (Cicmil and Marshall, 2005) , students could not simply apply the strategies and avoid the pitfalls. Once embodied in their game roles, they realized that it was difficult to give up personal gains in favour of group gains, no matter how rational the argument was. Group B blamed the lack of a common goal among the Figure 5 Interconnected activity systems in group B: healthcare players throw their outcomes over the boundary until the object is emptied of use value by the construction players. The value chain ends up in a useless building that cannot serve as an object to generate patient income.
players for the early bankruptcy. Conversely, group A affirmed having a common goal but also individual goals, which became difficult to distinguish due to the ambiguity of players' action and talk. Sometimes players would act for the group benefit, sometimes for their own personal benefit and sometimes for both.
Despite not using the database sheets, group B reports to have experienced some principles behind BIM (Eastman et al., 2009), a collaborative technology strategy for boundary crossing:
While playing this game we noticed that the visualization of the hospital was very helpful. Not only for the communication in the teams but also for the overall game play. While the health care team or the construction team was arguing, the visualization was helpful in order to choose which decisions would be right to make.
[ … ] The visualization of the hospital, the result of working on a BIM (Building Information Modelling) principle, contributed to the learning process of the game.
[ … ] A BIM tool is useful to implement much information within one model. (Group B, excerpt from learning report after playing the game) Group B used the building blocks as a single model (a boundary object) to plan and design, whereas group A used multiple database sheets to do so. The database sheets allowed group A to look beyond the task at hand, in particular through the database made by the nurse (see Figure  3) . Instead of confirming the advantages proclaimed by the text read for a previous lecture (Eastman et al., 2009) , group A developed a critical view towards BIM:
A very important feature of BIM is that information of various disciplines is shared. This provides insight in the other areas of the facility. This can be used to adapt to each other, but during the game this insight created a problem. The problem was that every player from the various disciplines wanted to get involved with the other disciplines to increase their own gain. The players became selfish. (Group A, learning report after playing the game)
This critical view represents a considerable expansion from what students knew before playing the game from reading Pahl et al. (1984) and Cicmil and Marshall (2005) , as can be seen from these excerpts from the individual reports before playing the game:
In bigger designing projects, which require multiple design teams, there is a need for a clear structure in the designing process (Pahl and Beitz, 2007, p. 138) . Also process steps have to be independent, (Pahl and Beitz, 2007) . The result is that design teams can carry out their process without interfering with each other. (Student R.H, group A, excerpt from learning report before playing the game)
[BIM] gives a digital representation of the physical and functional characteristics of the project.
[ … ] So that people from the management side and the construction and design side do not only see the processes from their own point of view. BIM gives them more insight, which leads to more understanding of each other. (Student J.R, group A, excerpt from learning report before playing the game) Group B did not manifest any critical stance towards the literature provided in the course; however, the reflection about the failed experience of building a working hospital reveals a deeper understanding of the underlying contradiction:
When one person decides to only go for his own goal and personal gain this can quickly affect the entire group. The consequence of this is that this person gains a short-term advantage at the cost of everyone's long term. This stems from the fact that this one person can tax the entire system in such a way that the other roles in the project do not have enough leeway to fulfil their own personal goals. When every person keeps the different goals of the different person in mind they can take this in to account when taking their own decisions and everyone can work together working on solution which brings good long term advantages. (Group B, excerpt from learning report after playing the game)
The comparative analysis suggests that both groups have expanded their understanding of boundary crossing beyond the explanations and prescriptions provided by the selected literature. Expansive learning was not caused by the game, but by the joint effort of students trying to cross boundaries and later reflecting about it in the report. In the learning process, the game can be credited for offering a certain resistance to the application of strategies prescribed by the literature.
The experiment results suggest that avoiding boundary crossing by defining clear boundaries, instruments and deliverables does not seem to be enough to salvage use value. The game setup had all of these conditions, but the players eventually transformed them into opportunities to increase exchange value. Dealing with the contradiction depended more on the motivation behind players' activities than on the ambiguous instrument provided by the game setup. Hence, the investment of motives into shared objects can be considered the meaning of the second stimulus achieved by players when dealing with the contradiction between exchange value and use value.
Discussion
This study suggests that knowing boundary-crossing strategies and having the necessary instruments do not necessarily lead to collaboration in design projects. If it is possible to extend the analogy between project-based organizations and games to the present study, boundary crossing requires more than to understand the spoken and unspoken 'rules of the game' (Askland et al., 2013, p. 120; Räisänen and Löwstedt, 2014, p. 4) . In fact, boundaries are liminal spaces where the institutionalized rules of each activity are suspended and new rules can be created (Räisänen and Löwstedt, 2014) . This can be exemplified by the negotiated free of charge inspection in group A, which worked against the contractor's interest. The rules were not the only differences produced, though; they have been observed in instruments, objects, outcomes and the division of labour (the appendix). The production of differences in players' activities provides 'insight into how agents -individuals or organizations -attain the 'feel of the game' which is required in order to be a practitioner within the project organizational field or a project organization field' (Askland et al., 2013, p. 125) .
A major limitation of this study is that the learning reports do not track the development of the second stimulus in sufficient level of detail. In studies of expansive learning, data collection typically relies on direct observation and/or video recording (Engeström, 2011) . We have chosen not to record the session due to the possibility of students feeling uneasy and exposed during the execution of a graded assignment. In future works, we expect to experiment on the game with students from different backgrounds and with experienced practitioners, as part of a long-term intervention in an existing design project organization. In such a context, video recording might seem more appropriate, thus enabling a fine-grained analysis of the second stimulus.
In this experiment, we have observed that even when there is little shared space between production and consumption -in the game's term the construction and the operation round, consumption make its way through design by own effort. In other words, there is also production in consumption, which is in fact the production of use value (Lefebvre, 1991 (Lefebvre, , 2014a . The game could have been designed to take only the boundaries in production into account, with greater detail on the division of labour and the design instruments, making a much more realistic image of what BIM can be. However, we preferred to emphasize the interplay between the use value generated mainly at consumption and the exchange value generated mainly during production, which is actually the main source of conflict in the game. Humour, as implied by the caricature depicted by the game, enabled the emergence of a counter-discourse (Gonzatto et al., 2010) in group A: the criticism on BIM, which can also be found in some other texts in the literature (Holzer, 2007; Dossick and Neff, 2010; Miettinen and Paavola, 2014) .
Boundaries have been presented here as the contour of fluid organizations, a marginal effect of the production of space among activities. This perspective is relatively new, since most investigation on boundaries often falls to a determinism of knowledge specialization, resulting in compartmentalization or silos in organizations (Carlile, 2004; Dossick and Neff, 2010) . They justify the need for instruments (Carlile, 2002; Forgues et al., 2009) or professionals (Kelley and Van Patter, 2005; Brown, 2008) that are capable of integrating knowledge at the boundary in a neutral or holistic way, ultimately reducing the differences among the activities. The political difficulty of keeping boundary work neutral or even the fallacy of such discourse pushes to think beyond knowledge consolidation as a strategy to manage work fragmentation. While some researchers think about reducing differences and reassembling totalities, practitioners are already tying the knots, crossing boundaries on a daily basis to get work done (Engeström, 2008) . Apparently, they do not seek to integrate knowledge, but to create new knowledge that can fill in the gaps and expand the practice, one difference at a time (Engeström et al., 1995) .
Conclusions
This study contributes to the expansion of project-based organization research towards social, cultural and managerial boundaries (Chinowsky, 2011; Pemsel and Widén, 2011; Askland et al., 2013; Räisänen and Löw-stedt, 2014) , in particular, with a theory of boundaries based on activity differentiation. According to this theory, boundaries emerge between activities when the differences in their structure (subject, object, instrument, rules, community and division of labour) activate the contradiction between exchange value and use value. These differences can turn into competitive advantages or collaborative partnerships, depending on how the contradiction is resolved.
To test this theory and to provide a learning opportunity for design students, a board game has been designed and tested in a facility design course. The findings of this experiment are consistent with another study on construction projects which found that organizational boundaries cannot be completely eliminated by integrative strategies (Baiden et al., 2006) . In fact, the group of students who blindly applied integrative strategies failed to produce a design object with use value. In contrast, the group that developed provisional tactics to deal with boundaries produced differences that enriched both the use value and the exchange value of the design object. The production of these complementary differences can be attributed to the emergence of the second stimulus -the motivation towards shared objects. That stimulus was an internal, not external factor; an act of volition to overcome the contradiction between exchange value and use value.
The recommendation based on these findings is that boundary-crossing strategies should better focus on motivation rather than on conditions to collaborate such as contracts, methods and instruments. Also, they should not prevent the emergence of boundary-crossing tactics, even if they appear to challenge these same strategies. Leaving room for improvisation seems to be essential in managing the boundaries between project-based organizations -like construction enterprises -and continuous-process organizations -like hospitals, boundaries that typically emerge while playing The Expansive Hospital game and also in the industry (Chinowsky, 2011, p. 4) .
With respect to learning, sticking to boundary-crossing strategies without enabling boundary-crossing tactics may be expensive learning rather than expansive learning. The case of group B is emblematic to this point: boundary crossing was expensive to this group due to the negotiations based on exchange value; however, they still expanded learning beyond text reading. In an industry project, practitioners may not have the same opportunity for reflection after the failure. In that case, boundary crossing might be expensive only. The game analysis suggests that prioritizing exchange value in design negotiations leads to expensive learning, whereas prioritizing use value leads to expansive learning, yet this claim needs further confirmation from future studies.
Considering the attention given to integrative strategies in both design projects and literature studied, The Expansive Hospital game can be considered a critical statement on the way boundaries are currently dealt by design practice and theory. Instead of reporting these studies as a traditional case study -what may be done in the future, we have chosen to first design a game that recreates and expand the conflicts and see what students think about them. The goal was not to make the criticism directly, but to let players develop their own criticism about the situation, what Mary Flanagan calls 'critical play' (Flanagan, 2009 ). The usefulness -or playfulness -of critical play in communicating research findings to a broader audience remains to be seen.
Complex, contradictory and open-ended board games arise as a resource for collective reflection in design education and possibly in other fields, in particular, when dealing with emergent phenomena such as boundary crossing. These games seem to be particularly useful in expanding the object of learning beyond the text, getting closer to the related societal practices. Granted, playing games is safer and quicker than going through conflicts in practice, what could be useful for experienced practitioners too. In a rough comparison, it is possible to say that the contradiction between exchange value and use value was much tenser in the design projects studied than in the play activity, causing and being caused by uneasy business relationships among the firms involved. Future studies may explore the application of games to enable boundary-crossing strategies and tactics in design projects with multiple firms and stakeholders. 
